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Abstract 

Notably the most dominant twinning mode in hexagonal 
close-packed metals, {1012} < 1011 > twinning presents 
abnormal properties such as reversible twinning and non-Schmid 
effect. The twin boundaries may significantly deviate from the 

{1012} twinning plane. HCP metals also present a strong 
propensity to develop texture during processing. Through electron 
backscatter diffraction and high resolution transmission electron 
microscopy observations, we show that these properties can be 
well understood from the perspective of the atomic shuffling that 
dominates in the twinning. 

Introduction 

Due to the insufficient number of easy slip systems in low 
symmetry hexagonal close-packed (HCP) metals, e.g., magnesium 
(Mg), titanium (Ti), zirconium (Zr) and cobalt (Co), profuse 
twinning is activated during plastic deformation to accommodate 
the strain perpendicular to the basal plane, i.e., along the direction 
of <c>-[0001]. The ubiquitous {1012} < 1011 > twinning is the 
most commonly observed and dominant twinning mode in HCP 
metals. The properties of this particular twinning mode are 
distinctive in comparison to those of other twinning modes: 

(1) Reversible twinning. Detwinning [l,2] can occur if the 
applied external load is removed or reversed. Twin 
boundaries (TBs) may move backward and shrink the 
twins, giving rise to the pseudoelasticity [3] in HCP 
metals; 

(2) Non-Schmid effect. The Schmid Law can be violated. 
Barnett et al. [4] found that, in the {1012}+ {1011} 

double twinning, the secondary {1012} twinning does 
not follow the Schmid Law, 

(3) Extremely incoherent TBs. Partridge and Roberts [5] 
observed abnormal TB migration in Mg by optical 
microscopy. They found that, under small stresses from 
indentation, the existing {1012} TBs can migrate and 
evolve into extremely incoherent structures which 
considerably deviate from the {1012} twinning plane. 
In other words, the TBs no longer coincide with the 
{1012} twinning plane. 

Additionally, Mg and other HCP metals have a strong 
propensity for developing pronounced texture during mechanical 
processing. During rolling or extrusion, the basal planes of the 
crystallites are reoriented roughly parallel to the rolling or 

extrusion direction [6,7], Basal texture has also been reported 
• after grain refining by severe plastic deformation (SPD) [8]. 
Karaman et al. [9] studied the texture of Zr, beryllium (Be). AZ31 
Mg alloy and TÍ-6A1-4V alloy after each was subjected to one 
pass of equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE). They found that 
the basal planes always aligned with the most elongated direction 
of the sheared grains, irrespective of the c/a ratio, grain size and 
initial texture. Their visco-plasticity-self-consistent (VPSC) 
modeling showed that basal slip must be the primary slip system 
in all four materials, contributing to the texture, when twinning 
was not considered in the modeling. In fact, the 

{1012} < 1011 > twinning is a major contributor to texture in 
HCP metals [10] because twinning reorients the parent lattice 
much more efficiently than dislocation slip. 

A question immediately arises: intrinsically, how are these 
aforementioned properties of HCP metals originated from the 
perspective of crystal structure? The purpose of this work is to 
address this important question based upon our experimental 
observations. 

Experimental Methods 

An AM30 Mg alloy (composition) was pre-extruded and then 
compressed along the extrusion direction (ED) until 2.3% plastic 
strain. The microstructures of the pre-extruded and the deformed 
samples were examined with field emission gun scanning electron 
microscopy (FEG-SEM) equipped with an electron back-scatter 
diffraction (EBSD) data acquisition and analysis system. The 
sample was polished at a section normal to radial direction of the 
extruded billet. Pure, polycrystalline Co samples were also 
deformed dynamically at room temperature [11], and the 
microstructure of the tested samples was examined by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high resolution 
TEM (HRTEM). 

Results 

Figure 1(a) shows the inverse pole figure mapping the 
misorientations in the deformed AM30 sample. The elongated 
grains (in blue) experienced large plastic strain during extrusion, 
and the elongation paralleled the extrusion direction (ED). The 
variation in the blue background indicates a relatively high 
density of dislocations and substructures in these grains. In 
contrast, the fine, equiaxed grains (in green) are dynamically 
recrystallized during extrusion with a low density of dislocations. 

Compression along the ED activated the {1012} < 1011 > 
twinning. The needles (in red) are deformation twins that cross the 
elongated grains. With orientation analysis, the traces of the 
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twinning planes (must be one of the {1012} planes) can be 
determined. Figure 1(b) shows a magnified view that highlights 
the twins. Three intercrossing white lines mark the traces of the 
{1012} planes in the parent lattices. There should be six 

{1012} planes and hence six such traces. Since three of the 
traces almost coincide with the others, three lines suffice to 
demonstrate the deviation. Strikingly, the TBs do not coincide 
with the traces of the {1012} plane. Additional scanning in 
different regions and grains shows similar results, with most TBs 
deviating from the {1012} twinning plane. 

Large deviation was also revealed in deformation twins in Co 
samples. Figure 2 shows a HRTEM micrograph of the 
{1012} < 1011 > TBs and the traces of the twinning planes. 
Lattice fringes from the basal planes can be seen. In the inset of 
Figure 2, the diffraction pattern indicates the grains indeed satisfy 
the {1012} < 1011 > twin relationship. The zone axis is parallel 

to [1210] direction. The TBs, twinning planes, and the basal 
planes of the twin and the parent are all parallel to the zone axis. 
In Ulis orientation, there are only two possible twinning planes, 
and their traces are marked with two broken lines. It can be seen 
that the actual TBs deviate strikingly far from the {1012} 
twinning plane. In fact, the TB near the top is almost parallel to 
the basal plane of the parent. 

Analysis and Discussion 

The large deviation between the actual TBs and the {1012} 
twinning plane observed in our EBSD and HRTEM examinations 
indicates that the {1012} < 1011 > twinning mode may be 
mechanistically different from other twinning modes in which 
twinning dislocations control twin growth [12]. Along with the 
reversible twinning and the non-Schmid effect, these abnormal 
properties call into a question whether this twinning mode is truly 
controlled by twinning dislocations. 

The crystallographically-defined Burgers vector of the 
elementary twinning dislocation [13] on the {1012} plane equals 

_(3-γ2)·α 
bT-—, (l) 

2V3+r2 ' 
where a is the lattice parameter (0.321 nm for Mg) and ^the da 
ratio (1.624 for Mg). We can calculate the magnitude of the 
Burgers vector for Mg as 0.024 nm, which is less than one tenth 
of the Burgers vector of the basal dislocations. That the twinning 
dislocation has such a tiny Burgers vector significantly implies 
that the twin lattice exists almost in the parent lattice before any 
twinning shear is applied. In other words, negligible shear is 
needed and only local atomic shuffling is required to accomplish 
the twinning. 

Figure 3 schematically demonstrates how the 
{1012} < 1011 > twinning is achieved by atomic shuffling 

rather than twinning dislocation. In fact, the {1012} twin can be 
constructed directly from the parent without involving any well-

defined twinning dislocations at the TB. Details of this concept 
can be found elsewhere [14]. Here we provide a brief description 
of the theory. In Figure 3, the parent HCP lattice is plotted to 
show the ...ABABABAB... stacking sequence of the basal planes 
perpendicular to the paper plane. If we connect those atoms with 
distances ~ a (the lattice parameter), immediately we can see that 
a new hexagonal lattice can be constructed with the new basal 
planes at a misorientation of 90° with respect to the basal plane of 
the parent lattice. The two lattices indeed satisfy the 

{1012} < 1011 > twin relationship because the {1012} plane 
(the shaded plane in Figure 3) is common to both lattices. The 
basal planes of the twin are marked by A' and B', parallel to the 
figure plane. The basal planes of the parent and the twin are 
perpendicular to each other, obviously satisfying the twin 
orientation relationship. However, the twin lattice does not have 
the correct HCP packing, as can be seen both from the constructed 
prism plane that is flat but should be double-layered, as well as 
from the constructed basal plane which is double-layered but 
should be flat. To correct these distortions and packing "errors", 
atomic shuffling is required: the pink atoms on the new basal (Α') 
plane have to shuffle outward to make the new basal plane flat, 
while the atoms of the B' plane have to shuffle downward to make 
the new prism plane double-layered. These shuffles, together with 
others, are concerted to reach the correct c/a ratio with 
magnitudes much smaller than any known dislocation Burgers 
vectors in the parent lattice; likewise, the shuffles convert the 
parent basal planes into the twin prism planes and the parent 
prism planes into the twin basal planes. 

It should be noted that the atomic shuffling-dominated 
twinning mechanism for the {1012} < 1011 > mode is not at 
odds with the classical twinning theory [15] in which a 
homogeneous shear and atomic shuffling must generally be 
involved at the same time for twinning in HCP metals. As pointed 
out by Christian and Mahajan [16], for HCP metals, atomic 
shuffling may be as important as the magnitude of shear in 
controlling the operative twinning modes. According to our 
simulations and calculations, the amount of the shear (i.e., the 
Burgers vector of the elementary twinning dislocation) and the 
magnitude of the shuffle of each twinning mode, i.e., 

{1011} < 1012 > , {10Ϊ2}<10ΪΪ>, {1121} < 1126 > and 

{1122} < 1123 > , drastically vary from one twinning mode to 

another. The {1012} < 1011 > mode is an extreme case in 
which shear is negligible and shuffle is dominant (as shown in 
Figure 3); the {1121} < 1126 > mode is an extreme case in 
which shear is dominant and no shuffle is involved; the 
{1011} < 1012 > mode is shear dominant with minor off-plane 
shuffles, i.e., the atoms have to shuffle slightly off the {1011} 

twinning plane [12]; and the {1122} < 1123 > mode is middle-
ground where shear and shuffle are nearly equal, and the shuffles 
are confined in-plane [17]. From this point of view, our shuffling 
model (Figure 3) is an extreme case that still falls inside the 
classical framework of twinning theory. Nonetheless, there is no 
unified dislocation model that is able to describe all these major 
twinning modes in HCP metals and also account for the diversity 
of shear and shuffle of the individual twinning modes. 
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The {1012} < 1011 > twinning reorients the c-axis of the 

parent lattice by about 90° around the < 1 2 1 0 > direction, 
which is the normal of the plane of shear. If we detach the two 
lattices in Figure 3, as shown in Figure 4, it is clear that there is a 
misfit in lengths between the two lattices in the direction of the c-
axis of the parent lattice. Hence, a misfit strain is created by the 
{1012} < 1011 > twinning. This misfit strain (ε) along the c-axis of 
the parent equals 

(2) 

r 
The value of the misfit strain varies as a function of γ (ε = 

9.1% for Ti. and 6.7% for Mg). Accordingly, for those HCP 
metals with a c/a ratio less than (e.g., Mg, Ti, Zr, Co, Be 
etc.), a positive tensile stain is produced; for those HCP metals 

with a c/a ratio greater than (e.g., Cd and Zn), a negative 
compressive strain is produced. Therefore, for Mg alloys, the 
{1012} < 1011 > twinning efficiently accommodates the 
elongation if a tensile load is applied parallel to the c-axis of the 
parent, but the shear strain is negligible because this twinning 
mode is dominated by atomic shuffling. This analysis is 
essentially the same as Yoo's pioneering work [18] in which the 

well-known criterion" was established but in a more 
explicit fashion. 

The atomic shuffling-dominated {1012} twinning entails 
very low critical stress for twin growth, which is confirmed by 
early experimental observations. Partridge and Roberts [5] studied 
the movement of the {1012} < 1011 > twinning in Mg under 
small stresses with micro-hardness indenter. Figure 4 immediately 
reveals that, under an external load, intrinsically HCP metals have 
a tendency to reorient the basal planes to the direction parallel to 
the maximum elongation direction of deformed grains, as 
observed by Karaman et al [9]. As a result, in extrusion and 
rolling processes, the basal planes will be reoriented parallel to the 
extrusion or the rolling direction. 

Generally, small deviations between the twinning plane and 
the TB are allowed when twin accommodation is required [5], but 
such deviations do not exceed a few degrees. Small deviations 
may also be allowed by the presence of twinning dislocation loops 
at a TB. The abnormal TB migration observed by Partridge and 
Roberts [5], and the large deviation between the actual TB and the 

{1012} twinning plane observed in this work, can both be well 
understood with the shuffling mechanism: because the migration 
of the TB is dominated by atomic shuffling instead of shear, the 
actual TB does not have to match the crystallographic twinning 
plane. 

Finally, the structural origin of the reversible 
{1012} < 1011 > twinning is well explained, as can be readily 
seen from Figure 3, by shuffling-dominated twinning. The 
conversions between the parent lattice and the twin lattice are 
reversible. Upon unloading or removal of the load, the atoms at 
TBs may shuffle back and move the TBs backward. The driving 
force is the local strain and the twin/parent interfacial energy. 

Conclusions 

Using EBSD and TEM, we measured the traces of {1012} 
twin boundaries in Mg and Co and revealed a large deviation 
between the twinning plane and the twin boundaries. These results 
confirm that {1012} twinning is dominated by atomic shuffling. 
This conclusion well explains the structural origin of reversible 
twinning, non-Schmid effect and texture in HCP metals. 
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Figure 1. (a) Mapping of misorientations in a pre-extruded AM30 Mg alloy after compression along the extrusion direction (ED, 
vertical direction). The elongated grains have a relatively high density of dislocations; whereas the fine, equiaxed grains are 
dynamically recrystallized during extrusion with a low density of dislocations. The needles are deformation twins mostly in the 

elongated grains, (b) A magnified view of (a) highlights the twins. A group of white lines mark the traces of the {1012} planes in 

the matrix. There are six {1012} planes and hence six traces, but three of the traces almost coincide with the others, thus we only 

plot three markings. As is apparent, the twin boundaries deviate from the traces of the (1012} plane. 

Figure 2. A high Resolution TEM micrograph shows deformation twins in dynamically compressed Co. The diffraction pattern in 
the inset indicates that the twin and the parent satisfy the {1012} <1011> twin relationship (zone axis [1210]). In this 

orientation, the two possible {1012} twinning planes are marked with broken lines. We can see the actual twin boundaries 
deviate strikingly far from the twinning planes (> 45°). The deviation can also be appreciated by noticing that the top twin 
boundary is nearly parallel to the basal plane of the parent. 
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Figure 3. Construction of a new HCP lattice (basal planes are parallel to the paper plane and labeled as A'B'A'B'...) from an 
existing HCP lattice (basal planes are perpendicular to the paper plane and labeled as ABAB.. ). The two lattices share a common 
{1012} plane (the shaded, inclined plane); hence, they satisfy the twin relationship. Local shuffling is required to correct the 
distortion in the new HCP lattice such that correct stacking sequence and the c/a ratio can be established. 
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< 

hp 
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> 
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Figure 4. After {1012} < 1011 > twinning, the parent lattice is rotated by 86.3° around < 1210 > , which produces a misfit 

strain between the parent and the twin lattices: ε = {hT —hP)/hp = (V3 — γ)Ι γ (Yis the da ratio). ForMg(/= 1.624), the 
twinning produces 6.7% tensile strain along the c-axis of the parent lattice. 
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